
Harmony between MIN and HWPL 
  

 
 
In celebrating Australia’s Harmony day, on the 16th of March, Manningham Interfaith Network 
(MIN) and HWPL (Heavenly Culture World Peace and Restoration of Light), hosted the 
Harmony Day celebration in conjunction with the 2nd Annual Commemoration of DPCW 
(Declaration of Peace and Cessation of War) in Ted Ajani Reserve, Templestowe. 
 
Diverse figures were seen at the event; the Honorary Kevin Andrews (MP of the Menzies),               
Mr. Andrew Colon (Mayor of Manningham City Council), Mr. Tsebin Tchen (VMC            
Commissioner), Mrs. Paola Rosales-Cheng (President of MIN). 
 

 
Hon. Kevin Andrews, Mayor of Manningham Andrew Conlon, VMC Commissioner Tsebin Chen, MIN President Paola 

Rosales-Cheng and MIN Committee members. 

 
 



In celebrating the 2nd Annual Commemoration of DPCW, HWPL explained the need of a              
solution to solve conflicts that are emerging in the world because the current international              
law is based upon a premise that armed forces can be used in certain circumstances.  
 
HWPL Chairman Mr. Lee, who drafted the document with HWPL international law peace in              
March 14, 2016, voiced his belief in achieving world peace this year.  
 
After the commemoration, a series of entertainment from different groups performed to show             
and celebrate being in harmony with IPYG drama, a song from the Sikh devotional, LAARFS               
choir singing, and many more, showing the harmony of Melbourne together with the guests              
joining along in one heart to dance together at the end of the event. 
  

 
Diverse multicultural performances. 

 
As Manningham Inspector, Geoff Darlison said, “Harmony is easy, but it cannot be achieved              
by doing nothing.”  
 
HWPL is working internationally to advocate the DPCW, promote religious harmony by            
having interfaith dialogues, and spread the culture of peace through education, media, press             
and civil society, all in accordance to the principles set out in DPCW, with more information                
found  
 



 
[top left to right] – Mayor Andrew Conlon, Manningham Inspector Geoff  Darlison, VMC Commission Tsebin Tchen 

 
 
MIN and HWPL are working together to keep harmony, starting from Melbourne, then             
Australia and then to the world. 


